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This is SAS

136 destinations
28 million
passengers
1,111 daily flights
30-50% market
share in home
markets
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SAS strategic priorities

Objective

Strategic priorities
Establish an efficient
operating platform

Unit cost down
5.9%
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Be the natural choice
for Scandinavian
frequent travellers

Euro Bonus
members up 7.3%
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Invest to stay
competitive

1
A viable, profitable
and sustainable
airline connecting
Scandinavia and the
world

FY year highlights
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20 aircraft phased in
26 aircraft phased
out
Long haul order

Establishing an efficient operating platform

Completion of 4XNG
• Finalize IT restructuring
• Complete deal on
Ground outsourcing
• Full delivery on admin
centralization and FTE
reduction

NEXT GENERATION

Accelerating Lean
• Aim is to stabilize and
maintain high
operational quality with
reduced resource buffers
• Create clear ownership
of core processes and
collaboration along value
chain activities

Further initiatives
• Cost of sales – review of
distribution strategy
• CASK reduction – follow
through of 2 tier
production platform
• Product setting – revisit
true commercial cost
through travel chain vs.
frequent travelers needs

Our goal is to build a lean organisational culture in SAS

Already
implemented
To be
implemented

SAS 2014-2020
Effect

SAS 2010-2014

Level 4:
Management driven
Level 3: Enterprise
system

Level 2: Strategic
clarification
Level 1: Local
projects
Lean tested on selected
local processes/units
Initiated reactively
Success depends solely on
local management
Limited/no level of
continuous improvements
after project stop

General knowledge of lean
increased in the organisation

Lean is a central part of the
business strategy and not
an option
Lean is rolled out in most
parts of the organisation

Lean initiated in large
organisational units –
standardisation of approach

Value stream optimisation
across organisational units

Purpose and objectives of
lean defined and set in
relation to overall strategy
and goals

Integration with the
company's overall
objectives and performance
management

Risk of fast delegation by top
management – more driven
by intention than by
behaviour

Learning based on
standardisation across
functions and along value
streams

Management push

Lean principles integrated
into the overall
management system –
accepted way of thinking
Lean support functions part
of carrier path for all
managers

Level 5:
Organisational
culture
Organisational culture – we
know no other way
Customer centric thinking
Backwards integration and
coaching of suppliers
Come and see us

Lean supports strategic
execution – policy
deployment
Improvement work is more
customer driven
Continuous improvement
work part of daily work for
most employees
Management across value
streams

Time

Organisational pull
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Our delivery performance is under significant pressure as
resource buffers in the system have been reduced
We need to secure that we can continue to deliver on the most
important business KPIs

•

The financial target in SAS is to
improve EBT by SEK 8bn and
reduce CASK by 18% in 2015

•

This majorly reduces resource
buffers and calls for increased
productivity throughout the
business

•

Failure to deliver as promised to
the customers, and negative
effects on all the critical business
KPIs are probable – putting
RASK at risk

Regularity

Customer
satisfaction

Punctuality

Employee
satisfaction
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To deliver on key KPIs and enable continued CASK and RASK
optimisation reduction of value stream variance must be ensured
With reduced resources new measures are required to continue
to deliver on our most important KPIs
Continued
reduction of
CASK
Resources
per ASK

Without
failure in our
ability to deliver on
Demands
our critical
reduction of variance
business KPIs levels in our value streams

Expected outcome of Lean

•

If we can identify and
reduce root causes to value
stream variance via Lean,
we can deliver our services
at defined service levels
meeting 4X resource levels

•

If we can deliver our defined
services and service levels
with fewer resources, we
will increase our strategic
manoeuvrability to optimise
our services, service levels,
pricing and EBIT

Before 4X
After 4X

= Necessary resources to maintain targeted KPI levels at current value
stream performance
= Necessary resources to maintain targeted KPI levels at improved
value stream performance
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A Lean leadership system focuses on cross-functional value
streams, leadership processes and continuous improvement
The Lean leadership system
Focus on crossfunctional value streams

Leadership processes
Leadership
team

• Cross-functional
improvement work
• Consistent value stream
focus, targets and
ownership

BU

• Results demanded by
leaders

BU

Function

• Continuous
improvement on all
management levels

BU

Function

Function

Function

Continuous improvement
• Establishing normal level and introducing visual
management in the value stream
• Establishing flow in value streams, working
systematically with errors
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• Top-down and bottomup escalation of issues
• Frequent
evaluations/audits

We will focus on cross-functional value stream optimisation, which
requires significant leadership engagement and coaching
Approach

Illustration

What

Focus on optimisation of cross-functional value streams
• Detect cross-functional problems systematically
• Support cross-functional resolution of root causes
• Prioritise and sequence improvement projects (top three
thinking)

Who

Leadership processes at all levels play a crucial role for
success
• CEO and GM members set and deploy top down value stream
breakthrough targets and follow up on progress
• Functional managers participate in the value stream board
• Value stream owner appointed to lead value stream board.
Reports to the CEO

How

Short cycle debottleneck take-offs will be installed in
combination with coaching
• Lean leadership system is implemented, e.g. visual
management
• Management will receive daily support to structure and solve
“top three problems”
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Our approach to Lean in cross-functional value streams is
debottlenecking
Debottlenecking is carried out in prioritised order
Resources
available in
SAS per ASK:

•

Debottlenecking aims to
resolve critical
bottlenecks in the value
stream

•

The purpose is to solve
key problems within a
function or between
functions and to
repair/redesign value
streams

•

Focus is on resolving
the critical bottlenecks,
then moving on to the
next one

Critical functional
bottleneck

Before 4X
After 4X

= Necessary resources to maintain targeted KPI levels at current value stream
performance
= Necessary resources to maintain targeted KPI levels at future value stream
performance
= Bottleneck
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Plan to execution – purpose and objective
Purpose of the value stream optimisation (2015 focus)

Leading to

Eliminating delays and cancellations due to planning by
increasing plan reliability by dramatically reducing late changes

• Improved actual and
perceived punctuality for
customers
• Increased robustness and
predictability for SAS in
resource planning
• Ability to implement higher
capacity utilisation
• Continuously reduced unit
costs

3 500
3 000

Changes within 72 hours to departure challenges process
performance and consumes resources
•
Total no. of. changes in 2012: Approx. 53,000
•
Total no. of departures in 2012: Approx. 253,000

2 500
2 000
1 500

Breakthrough target 2015

1 000

Decrease number of
changes within 72 hours
before take-off by 50%

500
-3 0 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30 33 36 39 42 45 48 51 54 57 60 63 66 69
Controllable

NonControllable

Unknown
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Value Stream Cockpit – Plan to Execution
Scope for value Stream Board
 Value stream owner facilitates the
meeting
 Weekly meeting frequency.
 All KPI’s updated before the meeting
 Meeting flows from output KPI through
the value stream process and ending
with the actions on deviations. (Problem
solving board )
 Report by exception i.e. red KPI’s and
activities that are behind plan.

Scope for value Stream Board
(continued)
 Bring supporting documents to help
explain your actions on deviations
 Be prepared to take responsibility for
problems
 Investigate problems to the root cause,
escalate when required.
 Be prepared to feedback on progress
 Share learning across the group
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Example: Traffic Reserves (1/6)
Required number of traffic reserves are as follows:
• Route Sector Denmark/CPH – one A320-family aircraft, one CRJ-900
aircraft.
• Route Sector Norway/OSL - two B737, at least one B737-800 at weekends.
• Route Sector Sweden/ARN – one B737-700/800.

Number of traffic reserves are describes as a
monthly figure in the long term plan.
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On delivery from Network to Operations Traffic
reserves are shown as a daily figure. When the
required number of traffic reserves are not
reached an action is required.

Example: Traffic Reserves (2/6)

Number of traffic reserves are describes as a
daily figure for the coming week. When the
required number of traffic reserves are not
reached an action is required.

Traffic reserves for the previous (actual) week
are shown as a daily figure. When the required
number of traffic reserves are not reached an
action is required.
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Example: Traffic Reserves (3/6)
If an action
needs to be
taken its put on
the action list
with a clear
responsibility
and set target
date to be
solved
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Example: Traffic reserves (4/6)
Standard level of traffic reserves are often not available on day of departure
On occasions the standard level of traffic reserves are not available to OP at 06:00hrs on day of departure
Number of AC traffic reserves: SK Short haul last 7 days
2013-11-20 -> 2013-11-26
ARN 3 days before doop

8

CPH 3 days before doop

6

OSL 3 days before doop
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21-nov

22-nov

3

23-nov

1 x 320 CPH
1 x CRJ CPH
1 x737 STO
2 x737 OSL

2

2
2

2

SAS has 5
traffic reserves

TPE

2
24-nov

1

1

2

2

1

1

25-nov

26-nov

2

3

27-nov

When we do not have the correct number of traffic reserves we do not meet our regularity target
B737 STO Reg 72 hrs vs Traffic Reserves 60 Days

B737 OSL Reg 72 hrs vs Traffic Reserves 60 Days
100,0
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2
B737 OSL Reg 72 hrs

3

4
Target per Year

97,0
0

1
2
B737 STO Reg 72 hrs

3
4
Target per Year

Solutions are being implemented and process confirmed at VSB



Change traffic reserve measure point from 06:00 hrs on day of departure to 21:00 hrs day before departure
Restrict the use of the traffic reserves between schedule release and 21:00 day before departure to emergency
situations and authorised by Head of OCC .
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Example: Traffic Reserves (5/6)

Due to the non adherence of the Traffic
Reserve TPE over time an A3 was
initiated to address the problem.

Summary
 Clarification of problem via
comparing AC reserves (network
release v.s. day before exec).
 Identifying point of cause via
checking the AC reserves figures at
different points in the process. This
is done via analyzing data and via
interviews.
 Remedial action taken to clarify who
has mandate to use AC reserves.
 Target set: To have 100 %
according to standard in OSL
 Cause & Effect – Fishbone done.
Voting done on most probable
cause.
 Cause investigation done
 5-why activity in progress

Present status of the A3.
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Example: Traffic Reserves (6/6)

A3 followed up with a progress tracking
sheet
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Current status - Plan to execution
Major learning points so far
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• Top management
commitment and involvement.
• Clear breakthrough target
necessary for success.
• Consistent value stream
focus, targets and ownership
needed.
• Stability in the whole value
stream creates reduction of
variance.
• Direct cost for changes
estimated to be reduced by at
least 100MSEK yearly.

Linjär (Ratio Flights: (Flights-ASM))

During the past six months, ASMs have been reduced and thereby first-timethrough has been increased by 10 percentage points with an estimated value of
SEK 3m per month. Now SAS must increase focus on capitalisation while
sustaining the positive trend.
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Thank you!
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